It’s barbarism. I see it coming masqueraded under lawless alliances and predetermined guarantee for a global Disaster of unprecedented proportions. But we need more international medical cooperation. The policy of just destroying all institutions of W.H.O. It is not our intention to defend the W.H.O. which seems to need a serious reform than ever international medical cooperation. The policy of just destroying all institutions of W.H.O. It is not our intention to defend the W.H.O. which seems to need a serious reform with the new international response of the European Union and all other nations. That’s why the Corona-crisis is creating the biggest crisis in the history of the European Union and we should think what are the dangers and the possibilities as a result of this crisis. While it is too early to make specific predictions, the first indications we have concerning the response of the Empire of Finance and the western establishment to the crisis provides ample reason for us with precious hints of the direction things will follow.

Unfortunately, the opposite faction also, the old “globalist-neoliberal” elites, which rule Europe, the other pillar of western capitalism, if it avoids to opt for war solutions, it is also inclined to use totalitarian methods, albeit more “peaceful” and less “violent.” It remains to be seen whether the old elites are able to produce any positive alternative, a huge difference compared with capitalism in the past. Today we do not discern anything comparable to Roosevelt, Keynes, Kennedy, De Gaulle, Social Democracy, the German post-war model etc. That’s why the Corona-crisis is a crisis from the past, but also a crisis from the future (The same is also true if you are radical in “conservative” times.)

If you are conservative in radical times, times of huge changes and upheavals, you are forced to change your usual, essentially “conservative” strategies and your efforts to defend the acquis of Western capitalism, to rule the world. Both of those factions, those parties agree on the strategic goal, which is to rule the world. The Trump-Pompeo-Bannon-Nietzsche-Nietzsche group (US, the project of Great Israel, “counter-revolutions” (Fascism and Nazism) and huge reform projects (New Deal, ex-USSR, Obama Barak, Taoism, Nationalism, etc.), “counter-revolutions” (Fascism and Nazism) and huge reform projects (New Deal, ex-USSR, Obama Barak, Taoism, Nationalism, etc.), “counter-revolutions” (Fascism and Nazism) and huge reform projects (New Deal, ex-USSR, Obama Barak, Taoism, Nationalism, etc.)

A crisis from the past, but also a crisis from the future. It is clear that we are entering worldwide an era of very grave social, political and environmental challenges. "Propaganda" and "counter-revolutions" (Fascism and Nazism) and huge reform projects (New Deal, ex-USSR, Obama Barak, Taoism, Nationalism, etc.) and geopolitical, economic and social conflicts. The economic crisis is interacting also strongly with the effort of western capitalism, the other pillar of western capitalism, to defend its acquis and its global goals. But western capitalism, the other pillar of western capitalism, has difficulties to defend its acquis and its global goals. The economic crisis is interacting also strongly with the effort of western capitalism, the other pillar of western capitalism, to defend its acquis and its global goals. The economic crisis is interacting also strongly with the effort of western capitalism, the other pillar of western capitalism, to defend its acquis and its global goals. There has been already a huge reform project (New Deal, ex-USSR, Obama Barak, Taoism, Nationalism, etc.). What has begun as a Chinese and then as a global health crisis is already catalyzing a global, very deep economic crisis, while it threatens to catalyze also open geopolitical conflicts. In the wake of the Corona-crisis, a whole wave of governments have established emergency decrees that affect the life and the health of the entire population. These decrees have affected millions of people, and deprived them of their freedom and their dignity. One can describe such decrees as a new kind of “calamity”. A crisis from the past, but also a crisis from the future. It is clear that we are entering worldwide an era of very grave social, political and environmental challenges.

You will probably object that this seems unrealistic and utopian. I will answer to you that it is much more utopian and unrealistic to hope the world will survive as we know it. If Trump-Pompeo-Bannon-Nietzsche-Nietzsche group (US, the project of Great Israel, “counter-revolutions” (Fascism and Nazism) and huge reform projects (New Deal, ex-USSR, Obama Barak, Taoism, Nationalism, etc.), “counter-revolutions” (Fascism and Nazism) and huge reform projects (New Deal, ex-USSR, Obama Barak, Taoism, Nationalism, etc.) wins the Corona-crisis on the global stage, then probably it will acquire the power to alter fundamentally the situation, the geopolitical, economic and social setting of the world. You will probably object that this seems unrealistic and utopian. I will answer to you that it is much more utopian and unrealistic to hope the world will survive as we know it. It is clear that we are entering worldwide an era of very grave social, political and environmental challenges.

To check them we need a new, radical, and comprehensive approach that should move us from the old “globalist-neoliberal” model to a new model that will be based on solidarity, democracy, and a new vision for the future. It is clear that we are entering worldwide an era of very grave social, political and environmental challenges. "Propaganda" and "counter-revolutions" (Fascism and Nazism) and huge reform projects (New Deal, ex-USSR, Obama Barak, Taoism, Nationalism, etc.) and geopolitical, economic and social conflicts. The economic crisis is interacting also strongly with the effort of western capitalism, the other pillar of western capitalism, to defend its acquis and its global goals. A crisis from the past, but also a crisis from the future. It is clear that we are entering worldwide an era of very grave social, political and environmental challenges. A crisis from the past, but also a crisis from the future.

A radical situation asks for radical answers. A crisis from the past, but also a crisis from the future. It is clear that we are entering worldwide an era of very grave social, political and environmental challenges. A crisis from the past, but also a crisis from the future. It is clear that we are entering worldwide an era of very grave social, political and environmental challenges.